
CoM-PuEAT

The Com-Pleat
provides many

PAF.9O
advantages

over pad-type filters.

. Averages four times
the life of other filters.

. Down time for filter
replacement cut in half;
Combined with longer
life, actual spray booth
down time reduced up
to 85%.

. Lower shipping costs.

. Low static resistance.

. Storage problems
minimized, takes
approximately one
eighth of the space.

. lmproved distribution
of air movement over
booth sDace.

. No increase in noise
level.

PAF.9O
Standard white on brown construction combines high
loading capacity with high efficiency filtration.

8 pleats per foot, 3' x 30'

PAF.9O-W
Waterborne Compatihle

Our new white clay-coated media is water-resistant,
adding strength and extending filter life.

8 pleats per foot, 3' x 30'

"Accordion style spray booth filters provide the most economical
combination of efficiency and capacity of any filter on the market."

All Com-Pleat filters are
designed with our unique
Reverse Memory Pleats
which naturally cause the
filter to expand to I pleats
per foot. This allows for
maximum air flow and
overspray loadi ng capacity
while eliminating the
wasteful bunching seen in
other accordion style
filters.

Paint laden air enters...

Clean air exits.
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COM-PrcaT Accordion-Style Paint Arrestor Filter

Technical Data
Recommended air velocity 100 - 200 FPM

Pressure drop at 100 FPM 0.08" WC
150 FPM 0.12" WC
200 FPM 0.16" WC

Maximum recommended pressure drop 0.50" WC

Filtration efficiency @ 150 FPM 91.0-98.1%
(ASHRAE test modified)

Holding capacity up to 4 lb/sq. ft.

240 pleats per case, marked at 8 pleats per foot

Specif ications
Standard Sizes
PAF-90 36" x 30' 1 per case White on brown construction
PAF-9O-W 36" x 30' 1 per case Waterborne compatible clay-coated white on brown
PAF-100-W 39" x 30' 1 per case Waterborne compatible clay-coated white on brown

PAF-2020 20" x20" 68 per case Accordion style for 20" x20" filter frame
PAF-2025 20" x25" 56 per case Accordion style for 20" x25" filter frame

Pre-cut Lengths
PAF-90-5 36" x 5' 6 per case Virtually no one has a 30'wide booth. Pre-cut lengths
PAF-90-6 36" x 6' 5 per case ensure that the exact amount of filter media is used in
PAF-90-7 36" x 7' 4 per case each booth. Pre-cut lengths also eliminate the time
PAF-90-8 36" x 8' 4 per case needed to count the red dots that mark each foot, cut the
PAF-90-9 36" x 9' 3 per case filter, and either throw away or tape together the remaining
PAF-90-10 36" x 10' 3 per case pieces. With pre-cut lengths there is...
PAF-90-12 36" x 12' 2 per case No counting
PAF-90-15 36" x 15' 2 per case No cutting

No waste!
Ca// for custom pre-cat /engths and widths

Distributed by:

Con-PtEAT FILTERS INc.
9-24-I Armstrong Avenue Tel.: 905-873-2070
Georgetown, ON U.S.A.: 888-857-1123
L7G 4X6 Fax: 905-873-9575

E-mail: info@com-pleat.com
Web: www.com-pleat.com
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